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1 a serving as a standard of excellence of recognized value classic
literary works a classic case study on hysteria b traditional enduring
classic designs characterized by simple tailored lines in fashion year
after year a classic suit 2 of or relating to the ancient greeks and romans
or their culture classical 3 a of the first or highest quality class or rank a
classic piece of work serving as a standard model or guide the classic
method of teaching arithmetic of or relating to greek and roman
antiquity especially with reference to literature and art trending on rt
welcome to rotten tomatoes 100 best reviewed classic movies of all time
ranked by tomatometer featuring only the highest rated certified fresh
films we define classic as synonyms for classic exemplary quintessential
perfect definitive excellent unique superb archetypical antonyms of
classic poor bad unsatisfactory substandard typical normal vile ordinary
1 adjective usually adjective noun a classic example of a thing or
situation has all the features which you expect such a thing or situation
to have the debate in the mainstream press has been a classic example
of british hypocrisy his first two goals were classic cases of being in the
right place at the right time classic noun high quality b2 c a piece of
writing a musical recording or a movie that is well known and of a high
standard and lasting value classic of jane austen s pride and prejudice is
a classic of english literature many of the rolling stones records have
become rock classics classic describes something that is accepted as
being of very high quality and one of the best of its kind a classic movie
work it is also used to describe a typical example of something a classic
example mistake or something attractive but simple and traditional
classic design a classic is an outstanding example of a particular style
something of lasting worth or with a timeless quality of the first or
highest quality class or rank 1 something that exemplifies its class the
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word can be an adjective a classic car or a noun a classic of english
literature ˈklæsɪk countable a book film or song which is well known and
considered to be of very high quality setting standards for other books
etc the film is now a cult classic the song became an instant classic the
novel may become a modern classic english classics such as alice in
wonderland his book is something of a classic of the genre 1 adjective a
classic example of a thing or situation has all the features which you
expect such a thing or situation to have the debate in the press has been
a classic example of hypocrisy 2 adjective adj n definitions of classic
adjective of recognized authority or excellence synonyms authoritative
classical definitive standard established or well known or widely
recognized as a model of authority or excellence noun a creation of the
highest excellence see more noun an artist who has created classic
works see more adjective britannica dictionary definition of classic 1
count something that has been considered to be excellent for a long time
that car is a classic film literary classics i like to read the classics their
latest album is destined to become a classic it is very good and will still
be admired many years from now classic literature is an expression of
life truth and beauty it must be of high artistic quality at least for the
time in which it was written although different styles will come and go a
classic can be appreciated for its construction and literary art adjective
ˈklæsɪk usually before noun accepted or deserving to be accepted as one
of the best or most important of its kind a classic novel study goal
definitions on the go look up any word in the dictionary offline anytime
anywhere with the oxford advanced learner s dictionary app 1 a
belonging to the highest rank or class b serving as the established model
or standard a classic example of colonial architecture c having lasting
significance or worth enduring 2 a adhering or conforming to
established standards and principles a classic piece of research b of a
well known type typical a classic mistake 3 basic fundamental the classic
rules of warfare of enduring interest quality or style a classic design
classic clothes of literary or historical renown the classic haunts of
famous writers traditional or typical a classic comedy routine definitive
the classic reference work on ornithology the classical japanese
language 文語 bungo literary language also called old writing 古文 kobun
sometimes simply called medieval japanese is the literary form of the
japanese language that was the standard until the early shōwa period
1926 1989 0 33 peoria first things first dave hoover is a hall of famer the
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inaugural steamboat classic winner from 1974 became the 41st member
of the steamboat classic hall of fame on saturday classic noun high
quality b2 c a piece of writing a musical recording or a film that is well
known and of a high standard and lasting value classic of jane austen s
pride and prejudice is a classic of english literature many of the rolling
stones records have become rock classics adjective uk ˈklæs ɪk us ˈklæs
ɪk classic adjective high quality add to word list b2 having a high quality
or standard against which other things are judged classic novel fielding
s classic novel tom jones another classic goal there from corley 例を減らす
cullinan s tasty offering adds a personal touch to classic recipe



classic definition meaning merriam webster
May 15 2024
1 a serving as a standard of excellence of recognized value classic
literary works a classic case study on hysteria b traditional enduring
classic designs characterized by simple tailored lines in fashion year
after year a classic suit 2 of or relating to the ancient greeks and romans
or their culture classical 3 a

classic definition meaning dictionary com
Apr 14 2024
of the first or highest quality class or rank a classic piece of work
serving as a standard model or guide the classic method of teaching
arithmetic of or relating to greek and roman antiquity especially with
reference to literature and art

100 best classic movies of all time rotten
tomatoes Mar 13 2024
trending on rt welcome to rotten tomatoes 100 best reviewed classic
movies of all time ranked by tomatometer featuring only the highest
rated certified fresh films we define classic as

classic synonyms 287 similar and opposite
words merriam Feb 12 2024
synonyms for classic exemplary quintessential perfect definitive
excellent unique superb archetypical antonyms of classic poor bad
unsatisfactory substandard typical normal vile ordinary

classic definition and meaning collins



english dictionary Jan 11 2024
1 adjective usually adjective noun a classic example of a thing or
situation has all the features which you expect such a thing or situation
to have the debate in the mainstream press has been a classic example
of british hypocrisy his first two goals were classic cases of being in the
right place at the right time

classic definition in the cambridge english
dictionary Dec 10 2023
classic noun high quality b2 c a piece of writing a musical recording or a
movie that is well known and of a high standard and lasting value classic
of jane austen s pride and prejudice is a classic of english literature
many of the rolling stones records have become rock classics

classic adjective definition pictures
pronunciation and Nov 09 2023
classic describes something that is accepted as being of very high
quality and one of the best of its kind a classic movie work it is also used
to describe a typical example of something a classic example mistake or
something attractive but simple and traditional classic design

classic wikipedia Oct 08 2023
a classic is an outstanding example of a particular style something of
lasting worth or with a timeless quality of the first or highest quality
class or rank 1 something that exemplifies its class the word can be an
adjective a classic car or a noun a classic of english literature

classic noun definition pictures



pronunciation and usage Sep 07 2023
ˈklæsɪk countable a book film or song which is well known and
considered to be of very high quality setting standards for other books
etc the film is now a cult classic the song became an instant classic the
novel may become a modern classic english classics such as alice in
wonderland his book is something of a classic of the genre

classic definition in american english
collins english Aug 06 2023
1 adjective a classic example of a thing or situation has all the features
which you expect such a thing or situation to have the debate in the
press has been a classic example of hypocrisy 2 adjective adj n

classic definition meaning synonyms
vocabulary com Jul 05 2023
definitions of classic adjective of recognized authority or excellence
synonyms authoritative classical definitive standard established or well
known or widely recognized as a model of authority or excellence noun a
creation of the highest excellence see more noun an artist who has
created classic works see more adjective

classic definition meaning britannica
dictionary Jun 04 2023
britannica dictionary definition of classic 1 count something that has
been considered to be excellent for a long time that car is a classic film
literary classics i like to read the classics their latest album is destined
to become a classic it is very good and will still be admired many years
from now



how do you identify a literary classic
thoughtco May 03 2023
classic literature is an expression of life truth and beauty it must be of
high artistic quality at least for the time in which it was written although
different styles will come and go a classic can be appreciated for its
construction and literary art

classic adjective definition pictures
pronunciation and Apr 02 2023
adjective ˈklæsɪk usually before noun accepted or deserving to be
accepted as one of the best or most important of its kind a classic novel
study goal definitions on the go look up any word in the dictionary
offline anytime anywhere with the oxford advanced learner s dictionary
app

classic definition of classic by the free
dictionary Mar 01 2023
1 a belonging to the highest rank or class b serving as the established
model or standard a classic example of colonial architecture c having
lasting significance or worth enduring 2 a adhering or conforming to
established standards and principles a classic piece of research b of a
well known type typical a classic mistake 3

classic wordreference com dictionary of
english Jan 31 2023
basic fundamental the classic rules of warfare of enduring interest
quality or style a classic design classic clothes of literary or historical
renown the classic haunts of famous writers traditional or typical a
classic comedy routine definitive the classic reference work on
ornithology



classical japanese wikipedia Dec 30 2022
the classical japanese language 文語 bungo literary language also called
old writing 古文 kobun sometimes simply called medieval japanese is the
literary form of the japanese language that was the standard until the
early shōwa period 1926 1989

steamboat classic 2024 winners hall of
famers and fond farewell Nov 28 2022
0 33 peoria first things first dave hoover is a hall of famer the inaugural
steamboat classic winner from 1974 became the 41st member of the
steamboat classic hall of fame on saturday

classic english meaning cambridge
dictionary Oct 28 2022
classic noun high quality b2 c a piece of writing a musical recording or a
film that is well known and of a high standard and lasting value classic
of jane austen s pride and prejudice is a classic of english literature
many of the rolling stones records have become rock classics

classic 意味 cambridge 英語辞書での定義 Sep 26 2022
adjective uk ˈklæs ɪk us ˈklæs ɪk classic adjective high quality add to
word list b2 having a high quality or standard against which other things
are judged classic novel fielding s classic novel tom jones another classic
goal there from corley 例を減らす cullinan s tasty offering adds a personal
touch to classic recipe
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